
Sample Program
2 nights meeting Rhodes



Capital of Dodecanese,  Rhodes is one of Europe’s most enchanting meeting destinations with a 
plethora of opportunities both on land and at sea. A magical contrast of vibrant modern life and 

ancient civilisation, its wealth of archaeological sites and museums offers oases of peace and 
tranquillity, vying with modern halls and nightclubs to entertain and enlighten visitors.

Make it happen!



Rhodes, Day 1



After a warm welcome at Rhodes International Airport, delegates are
transferred to the hotel of choice. Welcome coffee reception on its
stunning rooftop terrace with amazing views provides a scenic
introduction to the island. Business meeting commences with working
lunch to follow in one of the hotel’s elegant conference suites.

A short transfer from the hotel leads quests to a beach, a simple stone, An old car,
and an old iron gate with fountain… What is hidden behind? Bulidings emerge
behind the rocks as if they were to complement the work of nature… Pebble-strewn
floors like strokes of rock exchanging glances with the emerald green shades of the
translucent sea and the cavernous mystery of the natural caves, all combined to
offer a wonderfully atmospheric setting for cocktails and dinner.
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Arrival

Evening – Terme di Callitea



Rhodes, Day 2



This morning is yours to explore the city’s must see sites! Temple of of Athena
Polias and Zeus Polieus on the northern edge of the Rhodes Acropolis.
Ancient Stadium of Rhodes, Rhodes Medieval city and of The Grand Master
Palace of the Knights.

Your time in Rhodes is drawing to a close but a special treat awaits. As dinner service
concludes in a magical waterside venue, a troupe of Greek dancers perform the famous
Zorbas dance and introduce guests to the art of Greek dancing by inviting them on the
dance floor. Later the music takes on a more international flavour and the evening
concludes with a spectacular firework display from the sea.

No visit to Rhodes could be complete without a visit to its supreme symbol, the outcropping of 
rock called the Lindos Acropolis  where are the ruins of the goddess Athena Lindia, temples 
from the 4th century BC as well as the Propylaea, the great Hellenistic Stoa and the Byzantine 
chapel of Saint John.
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Morning

Afternoon

Evening – Dine by the sea



Rhodes, Day 3



Breakfast at leisure and airport departures.
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Morning



Thank you!

Rhodian | DMC
+30 22411 22627

73 Dimokratias Ave 85104 Paradisi – Rhodes


